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Full length reading on 5 CDs by Beth MacDonald. Collector's edition in a hard plastic case with
protective CD sleeves.

About the AuthorSandra Brown is the author of numerous New York Times bestsellers -
including most recently Smash Cut, Smoke Screen, Play Dirty, Ricochet, Chill Factor, White Hot,
Hello, Darkness, The Crush, and Envy. She is the recipient of the 2008 Thriller Master Award
from International Thriller Writers, Inc. She and her husband live in Arlington, Texas.
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bratcat22, “Steamy Sandra Brown Novel.. Very good story of a woman who fled her wedding
after finding her intended in bed with another woman the evening BEFORE the wedding, After
being away for several years she returns to her hometown for another wedding,a friend's, to find
many changes since she left. VERY steamy encounters with the sexy new sheriff. Very
enjoyable read.”

Jane, “3 ½ stars. I'm shocked at how this guy doesn't take no for an answer! But he was
irresistible to her. It was fun but short.. STORY BRIEF:During the wedding ceremony, when
asked to say" I do," Sunny said "I don't" and walked out of the church. She then moved to New
Orleans. She never explained why, and the town has been full of gossip and conjecture ever
since. It is three years later. Sunny's best friend Fran is getting married and asked her to come
home for a week to help. On Sunny's first night back she meets Ty at a pre-wedding party. Ty
moved to town shortly after Sunny had moved out.The entire book is about Ty wooing Sunny and
winning her over. Secondary stories were discovering why Sunny walked out of her wedding
and what bad things happened in Ty's past. It's shorter than most romance
novels.REVIEWER'S OPINION:I recently read Night Angel and enjoyed the guy's "gentleness
and restraint" in wooing and having sex with an abused woman. Ty in this book is as opposite as
you can get. He is oblivious to the words "no" and "go away." I've read about a lot of guys who
give orders in the bedroom, but I don't recall reading about someone as "forceful in flirting" as Ty
outside the bedroom. For example: When he first meets Sunny, he walks up to her, chats for a
minute and then says George "bet a new fly-casting rod against a case of Wild Turkey that I
couldn't get you into bed with me by the end of next week." He then puts his arms around her
and starts dancing with her, even though she said she didn't want to dance. She's almost in
shock from his words and actions. Although she keeps saying no, Ty keeps showing up. He
touches her and kisses her against her will, but each time she melts. I couldn't stop thinking
about or comparing this to date rape, but Ty's actions were somehow positive, not negative. It
didn't hurt that he was gorgeous and women swooned over him. And he never raped her. He
forcibly kissed her and touched her, and she was welcoming in her responses, and then he
would say goodbye - and then she was mad at herself because she didn't wanted him to stop. I
think it worked because Ty wanted her to be happy and wanted things to be good for her. I
wouldn't want a guy to read this book and get ideas thinking this is the way to treat women, but
for a woman to read it, it's ok. It's a definite change of pace, and it was fun. It's light reading, no
suspense or bad guys here - other than picking the right mate.DATA:Story length: 227 pages.
Swearing language: mild. Sexual language: mild. Number of sex scenes: 2. Total number of sex
scene pages: 7. Setting: current day Latham Green, Louisiana. Copyright: 1987. Genre:
contemporary romance.”



Gulf Coast Girl, “Much earlier published book. This is a reprint of a much earlier published book
by Sandra Brown so it didn’t have as much of the adventures and suspense as her later books.
But I found the two main characters likable and endearing. It’s a quick and easy read. If you’re a
fan of Ms. Brown it’s certainly worth your time.”

Roger Barton, “Quick service and I was pleased.. I liked the service and it was exactly as
advertised.”

Julesnjeb, “Loved going back in time. This was a blast from the past. The setting is in the 80's
and the references of Dynasty and Rambo made me giggle. This was an easy feel good kind of
read.  I love all these sweet love stories by Sandra Brown, they are my favorite.”

Ebook Library Reader, “"Feel The Passion". I haven't read a Sandra Brown novel in a long time,
until this book became available on Amazon e-books at a reasonable price. She's one of my
favorite authors. Her novels are intense with romance and mystery. Here, Sunny Chandler
returns to her hometown to attend a friend's wedding even if most of the community remind her
of guilt she's never forgotten. But soon, a new man shows up the first day of her one-week visit.
Ty Beaumont is hot to get her attention and her body. But can she really trust him? He seems to
attract all women to his bed. I like Sandra Brown's stories as they reflect the strength and
endurance of women.  Her books are intoxicating.  Feel the passion, read her books.”

Athena McQ, “I absolutely hated him at first. I couldn't believe what a chauvinistic jerk Ty was,
and I kept waiting for Sunny to kick him in his nether parts as he so rightly deserved . After
saying that, I began to understand why he acted the way he did. Plus, oddly, Sunny kept
responding to him. Do keep reading because it all comes together into a very satisfying and
enjoyable  romance .”

Suzanne Whyke, “Enjoyed this book. Enjoyed this book , not quite as exiting as some of Sandra
Brown novels, this one is just romance, no exciting story alongside the romance”

Chezza, “Another Sandra Brown Classic. Sandra Brown is one of my favourite authors and this
book didn't disappoint. A gripping storyline as ever, always keeping you guessing until the end.
One day there will be disappointment when her main character doesn't get the ending we all
love and wish for.”

sheza, “love this author. LOVE Sandra Brown books have read this before in paper back but
wanted to read again so glad its on kindle now I can keep It”

Mrs JO Blackman, “Five Stars. Brilliant”



The book by Ben Night has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 932 people have provided feedback.
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